Alternative academic calender 2021-2022
Class: 8th
Sl. No Month

01

September

Socialscience
Important learning
competencies

History : 03
Ancient civilizations of India

 Able to know the
Establishment of
Harappan civilization,
First urbanization, special
features of the cities,
town planning, life style
and the decline of towns.

 Able to know the word
meaning - Veda, the
development of Vedas,
types of Vedas, and
Vedic period.

Learning activities

Evaluatio
n

 Locate the important places of
Harappan civilization in India map.
 State the similarities of Harappan
civilization and present civilization
Town planning.
 Differentiate the important life
style of pre Vedic and post Vedic
Period.
 Compare Sabha and Samithi to
present local self Government.
 List out the important dynasties of
Vedic period.

Complete
the work
sheet- 01

 Able to analyze the
differences between
Harappan and Vedic
period.

 Read some stories from
Upanishads.

02
Sociology
02 : Culture
 Able to know the
meaning and nature of
culture.
 Able to memorize the
features of culture.
 Able to discuss about the
relationship between
Society and culture.
 Able to describe about
the importance of
cultural rituals and
diversity.

 List out the cultural differences
of your neighborhood.
 List out the festivals which you
celebrate at your home.
 List out your traditions and
daily life customs.
 Write a critical essay on
differences between culture
and society.

Complete
the work
sheet- 02

 Arrange a debate on our Indian Complete
the work
cultural diversity.
sheet- 03

 Collect the pictures of different
cultural dances, dresses and
food styles of our country.

03

 Write an essay about the life
style of Egyptian civilization.
History :04
Ancient civilizations of the

 Write a short note about
‘Mummy’ and ‘Pyramid’.

world.

 Able to know about
the Art, Architecture
and life style of
Egyptian civilization.
 Able to know about

 Draw the map of the world and
locate the following rivers:
Nile, Euphrates , Tigris and
Hwang Ho
 Collect information about the
Great Wall of China.

Complete
the work
sheet- 04

the art, architecture
and life style of
Mesopotamian
civilization.

04

 Able to know about
the art, architecture
and life style of
Chinese civilization.

 List out the similarities in
Egyptian, Mesopotamian and
Chinese civilization.

 List out the Business activities
which you find in your locality.
 Visit/ contact your local
farmers and collect information
about the growth in
Agriculture.

Business studies:

 List out the important
occupations of your locality.

01) Components of Business
studies.

 Able to discuss about
the financial activities

 Meet your local artisans write
an essay about their
experiences.
 Visit to a market or co-

and its types in
fundamental aspects
of Business Studies.
 Able to know about
the different stages in
the growth of
Business.
 Able to describe the
role and importance
of Trade and
Commerce in Finance
development.
05

 Able to memorize
about the growth of
Commerce in 20th
century.

operative society shops and
collect information about
Business activities.

Complete
the work
sheet- 05

 Present the stages of Human
Business development
through a role play.
 List out the financial stages of
Business activities in your
locality.

Complete
the work
sheet- 06

 Draw the picture of the interior
of the Earth and mark the
different parts.
 Collect the different types of
Rocks which are locally
available for you and list out


Geography : 02 :
Lithosphere





 Able to know the
meaning of
Lithosphere and its
importance.
 Able to analyze the
structure of the Earth
and its composition.
 Able to know about
the structure of Rocks
and its types.
 Able to know about
the internal forces –
Volcanoes, Earth
quakes, Tsunami etc..
And their effects on
life on the Earth.
 Able to know about

the types of Rocks.
Collect information about the
Complete
effects of Volcanoes which are
the work
published in mass media.
sheet- 07
Draw a picture of actions of
Earth quack.
List out your local sources of
underground water.
Collect the pictures of model of
land forms which created
through wind and Snow Rivers.

Complet
e the
work
sheet -08

the external forces like
Temperature, Wind,
Rain and Rivers.
 Able to know about
the meaning of
underground water
and its importance.

Work sheet-01
1. Compare Harappan and Present Town planning system and list out the similarities.
Sl.no.

Similarity aspects

01

Creation of Wards

02

Roads

03

Swimming pool

04

Granaries

05

Transport

06

Coins

07

Buildings

Harappan Towns

2. Name the following pictures and write short note about the pictures.

ಅ

Present Towns

Work sheet -02
2.1 Ansewr the following questions.
1) Which is the oldest Veda?
2) What was using to build houses in Harappan civilization?
3) Which was the famous port of Harappan civilization?
4) Which were the committees of post vedic period?
5) Name the Vedas.

2.2 Match the following.
1) Sabha and Samithi Harappa
2) Rig -veda
3) Lothal

port

oldest veda

4 )Mohenjadaro Assembly of common people in vedic period
5) Graneries

Town bath tank

2.3 Draw the map of India with the help of Teachers and Friends.

Work sheet -03
Paste the pictures of Dances in the box and write information about what you know.
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Work sheet-04
4.1 Answer the following.
1) What is Culture?
2) List out the customs of your neighborhood.
3) Write the differences between Culture and Society.
4) Write the features of Culture.

4.2 Match the following traditional dances.

1) Bharathanatya
2) Kuchupudi

Punjab
Karnataka

3) KhathakaliTamilnadu
4) Yakshagana

Kerala

5) Bhangra

Andra Pradesh

Work sheet-05
5.1 Complete the following by finding similarities in Egyptian, Mesopotamian and chaina civilization.
Sl.no

Aspects

Egyptian civilization

Mesopotamian

chaina civilization

civilization
01

River

02

Writing

03

Dynasties

04

Monuments

05

Temples

06

Contributions

5.2 Write a short note for the following.
1) HawangHo

2) Hanging Garden

3) Pyramid

4) Hieroglyphics

Work sheet-06
6.1Name the following pictures, arrange in proper boxes and write your opinion.

1) The great

2) Pyramid

3) Nile river

4) Pagoda

5) Hanging Garden

Wall of chaina(a temple)
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Work sheet-07
7.1 Think and say: In which business development stage I am:
1 ) I can exchange goods , which I am in need .----------------------------------2) Collection of food, leads vagabond life. ---------------------------------------------------3) Rearing animals, moves one place to another. ---------------------------------------------4) Travels from one country to another country for trade purpose. --------------------------------5) Stay at home and prepares agricultural equipments. -----------------------------------7.2 Fill in the blanks with right words.
1) In ancient periods goods were exchanging with ________________
2) ___________ has the whole responsibility of the note currency of the country.
3) In ________stage of business development village and community came to exist.
4) __________ is the main reason for the establishment of international trading stage.
7.3 Answer the following in one sentence.
1) Name theoccupations.
2) What is exchange?
3) What is employment?
4) What is goods exchange system?
5) What are professional associations?

Work sheet -08
8.1 Fill in the blanks with right words:
1)_______ is the upper most layer of the earth.
2) Sand dunes are created by ___________.
3) Most dangerous earth quakes are_______.
8.2 Match the following
1. Sima

earth quake

2. Sand stone

yellow soil

3. Epicenter

oceanic crust

4. Geyser

sedimentary rocks

5 . Loess

underground water

8.3 Write the name and information of following pictures.

